.

collaboration
SCRA brings together talent and expertise from
diverse organizations to solve problems.

innovation
SCRA-led teams develop and deliver innovative
solutions to complex client challenges.

implementation
SCRA supports commercialization and the transfer of
new technologies across entire industries.

SCRA is an emerging global leader in targeted applied
research and commercialization services markets.
SCRA is a non-stock, tax-exempt corporation delivering technology-based solutions which resolve complex client
problems. SCRA delivers solutions through its core domain competencies and by building and managing collaborations
of government, industry, and university experts. SCRA-led teams apply research and innovation to improve capability
and lower costs of client products and processes.
SCRA Revenues are derived primarily from competitively-won Federal and Corporate contracts, addressing needs of
mission-oriented Federal Agencies, and hundreds of Industry organizations, ranging from Fortune 500 companies
to small and emerging ﬁrms. Where basic research is a contract component, SCRA partners with over 55 academic
institutions providing leading edge science.

Currently, SCRA responsibilities cover more than
100 National and International programs, with over
$1.3B in contract value under management.
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“In terms of revenues, SCRA is 28% larger than it was four years ago.
We have the vision and the momentum to continue and increase
this growth pattern in the next four years.”
Bill Mahoney

“Our mission is easy to state and tough to accomplish: build
powerful, ﬂexible teams and deliver relevant technology solutions
quickly. Our growth results from our proven ability to do that.”
Bob Kiggans

a

b

c

d

“We have ended the year on sound ﬁnancial footing in a challenging environment. We were pleased with our healthy backlog last
year - this year it increased 89% to $279M.”

e

Julia Martin

“As our ﬁscal year began, ATI had just started work on a seven-year
$700M ordnance program. By the end of the year we had landed
another important contract - the competitively-awarded ﬁve-year
$99M extension of our Navy Center of Excellence in Shipbuilding.”
Rick Self
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a

b

Bill Mahoney

Bob Kiggans

Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Chief Operating Oﬃcer

c

d

e

Julia Martin

Rick Self

Greg Frank

Chief Financial Oﬃcer

President, ATI, an SCRA Aﬃliate

Executive Vice President

“SCRA has built a solid foundation over the past several years
giving us the ability to grow and deliver impactful solutions to meet
our clients’ toughest problems.”
Greg Frank
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FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

FROM THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

We will achieve our aggressive growth goals by continuing to
deliver exceptional value to our clients and partners.

Operating revenue for the year was more than $108 million.

In 2009, SCRA marked its 26th year of
delivering assured outcomes in applied research and commercialization
services. Our combination of domain
expertise, process competency, and
unique collaborative business models
continues to provide improved capabilities and cost savings for our clients
and partners. The many outcomes
in this report, particularly a record
year-end backlog, demonstrate that
SCRA is accelerating as a business.
We are optimistic about our ability
to increase market share and achieve
sustained growth going forward.
This report also highlights the
achievements of SCRA’s affiliate, ATI.
ATI is a private, non-profit corporation
formed by SCRA in 1998 to create collaborative programs for our federal,
corporate, and academic clients. ATI
develops solutions for industries

including aerospace, automotive,
electronics and defense. ATI achieved
record revenues again in FY2009
and secured several new multi-year,
multi-million dollar contracts. ATI also
leads SCRA’s strategic investments in
new vertical markets including life
science and healthcare technologies
and alternative/sustainable energy.
Going forward, ATI will continue to
constitute an increasing percentage
of SCRA’s market and financial results.
This report also highlights our leadership position in knowledge–based
economic development, spearheaded by our success in providing financial support and mentoring services
to compelling technology startup
companies. SCRA has received
national and international leadership
recognition for technology-based
economic development. SCRA con-

tinues to provide a growing pipeline
of robust, early–stage entrepreneurial
companies with funding, mentoring,
and commercialization support and
services, oftentimes as a component
of larger deliverables to our federal
and corporate clients. In conjunction
with our university and laboratory
partners, we are building three new
world-class facilities to house and
equip entrepreneurial companies
emerging from basic research. The
first of these facilities will open before
the end of calendar 2009.
With the innovation, collaboration,
and implementation we deliver, SCRA
remains well-positioned to meet or
exceed our aggressive but rational
goals for future growth.

FROM THE CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
SCRA consistently delivers relevant, broadly-deployed solutions.
This has been a really outstanding
year for SCRA and Affiliates. Backlog is
at an all-time high, which bodes well
for the future. I’ve highlighted several
major accomplishments involving
our Federal clients below. I can’t
emphasize enough that our greatest
assets are our highly passionate and
committed employees and partners.
ATI closed a $700M, 7-year
ordnance contract with the Army.
ATI is executing the contract
as the Executive Agent for a
consortium of more than 140
technology suppliers.
The Navy awarded a $100M contract to ATI to continue operations
of the Center for Naval Shipbuilding Technology.
The Wall Street Journal selected
ATI as a “Top Small Workplace in
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2009,” a direct result of their Talent
Management Strategy designed
to promote and achieve record
performance.
SCRA supported the successful
transition of Project SeaHawk to
the US Coast Guard as an Interagency Operations Center.
SCRA achieved CMMI Level II
Evaluation.
SCRA developed a Supply Chain
Risk Assessment Software package for the US Air Force, which
is being tested by Boeing and
General Electric.
An SCRA-led composites consortium has reduced the acquisition
cost of each Virginia Class submarine hull by $5.8M, or 6% of the
Navy’s overall cost reduction goal
of $100M.

SCRA was awarded a new 5-year
contract with the Army Research
Laboratory (ARL) to conduct
advanced materials projects. With
an initial ceiling of $16M, ARL
intends to support the advanced
materials needs of multiple Army
commands.
 SCRA was chosen to act as
fiscal agent for a $20M National
Science Foundation award to
advance university research on
tissue biofabrication, which could
lead to the production of human
organs.

At the close of 2009, SCRA’s five-year
average annual revenue growth rate
was just under ten percent. Total
backlog of $279 million - up from
$148 million the previous year - set a
new annual record for SCRA and positions the company for continued,
steady future growth. At the end of
FY 2009, SCRA was responsible for
more than 100 national and international programs, with more than
700 total subcontractors, comprising
a multi-year total contract value of
over $1.3 billion.

Looking forward, we are examining
our operating processes to ensure
that we are achieving our strategic
objectives, with our primary focus
toward continued, repeated growth
and increased value for our clients.
Our strong backlog position at the
end of FY 2009 gives an optimistic
view about our ability to achieve
a sustained growth pattern for FY
2010 and beyond.

SCRA continued to compete successfully and globally in high quality,
applied research and commercialization services markets, as well as
meet or exceed our knowledgebased economic development goals.
These outcomes are a testament
to the competency and diligence
of the entire company, from our
front-line associates to our senior
management.

Operating Revenue

Record Backlog

Revenue Sources

2005:
$78M

2009:
$108M

SCRA’s revenues have increased 38% in
four years.

2008:
$148M

2009:
$279M

Total backlog at $279 million indicates
continuing, strong, steady future growth.

70%
DoD

70% of SCRA revenues come from DoD
contracts; the remainder comes from
other Federal agencies, corporations, and
income from Research Facilities.

Strategic Investments in the Knowledge Economy and Emerging Domains
 We continued to invest in emerging domains, including Health
Sciences and Alternative Energy.
We expect significant outcomes
from these investments, coupled
with the ability to leverage
research from our university partners in these focus areas.

 An SCRA-led Economic Development program provides commercialization support to emerging
start-up companies. Over 260
companies have received assistance during the program’s three
years of operations.

 SCRA’s development of three Innovation Centers will provide laboratory, advanced manufacturing,
and limited access research facilities to support SCRA needs as
well as the commercialization of
new technologies from start-up
companies SCRA supports.

Five-year top line revenue growth rate was just under 10% per year.
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SCRA’s collaborative research model can be applied to many challenges.
Our eﬀorts are currently concentrated in the following domains:
MARITIME TECHNOLOGIES
SCRA and its affiliate, ATI, manage programs - including two Navy Centers of Excellence - focused on improving
capabilities and lowering the cost of Navy ships through innovations in shipbuilding and repair, and the application
of high-strength, low-weight composite materials to make ship components lighter, faster and more wear-resistant.
ATI’s recently awarded $99M contract to continue leadership of an Office of Naval Research Center of Excellence in
Shipbuilding is the result of the value we provide to our Navy client and industry partners.

METALS and ADVANCED MATERIALS
SCRA-led teams apply composite materials to reduce the cost and improve the performance of a wide range of
applications – from large and complex weapons platforms to sensor systems to prosthetics. ATI leads teams that
use copper to reduce the cost and increase the reliability of motor rotors. ATI’s vanadium research team applies this
metal element at the molecular level to decrease the mass while increasing the strength of steel bridge, building and
vehicle components. ATI also leads programs that develop technologies to support rapid supply of mission-critical
cast and forged metal defense parts.

SCRA-led teams create
technology solutions across
a range of disciplines.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
SCRA executes a variety of alternative energy initiatives focused on decreasing US dependency on foreign
petroleum, controlling man-made contributions to global climate change, minimizing the public health impact of
fossil fuel pollution, and promoting economic growth built around emerging alternative energy technologies. Fuel
cells, hydrogen power, and manufacturing efficiencies are key focus areas of SCRA-led energy initiatives.

ORDNANCE
SCRA’s affiliate, ATI, manages the business operations of a national consortium executing a $700M DoD munitions
technology development program. The consortium of over 120 companies and academic institutions serves as
the focal point for ordnance system technology research and development to address long-range US science and
technology objectives.

HEALTH and BIOSCIENCE
SCRA collaborations advance health sciences, treatment and prevention, nutrition, and electronic medical records.
SCRA-led teams apply composite prosthetic components to improve the lives of injured service members, copper
touch surface applications to reduce infections in hospital settings, and standards for medical record sharing and
best practice healthcare.

INTEROPERABILITY STANDARDS and METHODOLOGY
SCRA teams develop and apply standards to enable accurate electronic exchange of information between
organizations, industries and computer systems. Detailed, shareable digital information increases the efficiency of
supply chain integration, engineering analysis, military command and control, law enforcement, and healthcare
delivery. SCRA plays a key role in the development of the DoD EMALL, an online ordering system that ensures rapid
resupply of defense goods and services.

KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY
SCRA leads an economic development program that provides key tools and assistance to help build knowledgebased startup companies. Entrepreneurs are provided with funding and a resource network of business
development experts that help grow companies, create jobs and bring innovative products and services to market.
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MARITIME
SCRA leads several programs that
conduct and apply reseach on
behalf of the US Navy and the US
shipbuilding industry.
Under a contract with the Office
of Naval Research (ONR), SCRA’s
affiliate, ATI, leads the Navy’s Center
of Excellence for development
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and deployment of shipbuilding
and ship repair manufacturing
technologies.
SCRA also manages a Navy Center
of Excellence that develops and
implements composites applications
that improve performance and drive
down the cost of building and maintaining ships and other systems.

Agile seabases increase the ability to
react quickly to situations around the
globe without depending on foreign
cooperation to establish bases of operation. Effective seabasing requires
improvements in the way materials
are loaded and stored on ships at sea.
ATI-led teams develop and implement cargo handling systems to
support seabasing initiatives.

TECHNOLOGY

9

a

Applied research performed within an ATI-led Navy
Center of Excellence has saved over $20M in total “per
hull” costs across several US Navy platforms.
Cargo Restraint System

SCRA manages programs eﬃciently.
The vast majority of applied research funding is
directly invested in technical deliverables.
An ATI-led Navy ManTech Center of
Excellence develops advanced manufacturing technologies and deploys
them in US shipyards. The goal is to
reduce the cost and time required to
build and repair Navy ships.
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a

SCRA has applied new technologies to reduce the construction costs of the Navy’s
VIRGINIA Class submarine.

b

Automated Weapons Assembly technology will reduce
required manpower by 25%.

c

An ATI-led team developed
material mover will optimize
cargo throughput in support
of Navy Seabasing initiatives.

d

Rapid cargo securing technology increases readiness
and reduces personnel exposure in hostile ﬁre zones.

To date, this work has led to over
$20M in total “per hull” cost savings
across several US Navy platforms.
Recent initiatives include:
Improved design, engineering and
manufacturing for VIRGINIA Class
Submarines. Expected results include production cycle time reductions from 84 to 60 months, reduced
design/engineering costs by as
much as $3.65M per year and a per
hull savings of $5.275M/hull.
A laser imaging technique that uses
3-D digital ship design data helps
determine the quantity and location
of various submarine attachments.
The project team cut its dependency
on paper templates and string
measurements using the new approach, and installed 4,822 electrical
and ventilation hangers and approximately 8,862 studs in 21 hull
cylinders during the pilot program.
The ultimate result will be an esti-

c
Advances in On-Board
Weapons Handling

mated 85 percent reduction in labor
(more than 7,700 man hours) and
up to $500,000 cost savings per hull.
The shape of the submarine´s hull is
ideally suited to this technology, and
other ship construction applications
are also being analyzed.

The current process of unpacking
weapon components from their
stowage containers and readying
them for use is extremely time consuming, labor intensive, and requires
a significant amount of deck area
(500-1,000 sq. ft. per weapon).

Another project optimizes assembly
in the outfitting phase of submarine
manufacture. Where possible, production work has been moved from
highly congested, time-consuming
work inside the hull to manufacturing cells. Cost saving of $1.5M per
hull are expected.

Automating this process will enable air-capable ships to increase
aircrafts, while decreasing the
manpower involved in the process.
One study shows that this technology could help reduce the manning
needs for the weapons handling onboard a carrier by as much as 25%.

etc. on a variety of naval vessels. The
system will be capable of seamless
movement of various sized cargo,
packages, pallets and weapons. The
system will:


Optimize cargo throughput



Reduce human workload and
enhance safety



Reduce bottlenecks



Require fewer material handling
equipment transfers

An ATI-led team developed a device
to reduce the time required to
secure and release cargo on the
deck of the US Navy’s Landing Craft,
Air Cushion vessel. The system is
self-contained, capable of automatic
tensioning, self-adjusting under load
restraining operations, and features
automatic release and remote operation. Planned capabilities include
de-tensioning for each selected
cargo load, essentially providing an
“item-by-item” unloading capability.
Benefits include:


Increased sortie rates



Reduced personnel exposure in
potential hostile ﬁre zones



50-70% reduction in load time
and 30-40% reduction in release
time

d

High Rate Vertical/Horizontal
Material Movement

b

This project covers the Science
and Technology development of
an automated vertical/horizontal
shipboard cargo movement system to replace existing elevators,
conveyors, dumb waiters, chain falls,
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Nested Material Manufacturing
Technology Improvement Material planning tools with specific
focus on pipe spool fabrication to
reduce scrap.

a

Predictive Weld Distortion in Thick
Structures - Evaluated performance
of commercially available software
to predict distortion in welds used to
fabricate steel plates of up to 4” thick
using multiple bead weld joints;
identified the best analysis tools and
optimized pre-weld practices.

Product – Centric Facility Design
- Improved the production of major
submarine hull sections, including
the re-engineering of fabrication
processes to support a state-of-theart $43M steel fabrication facility.
Enhanced processes included material handling and control, welding
mechanization, high-velocity material flow lines, new concepts in fixture
and platen design, and applications
of lean manufacturing principles.

Ultralight Pulse Gas Metal Arc
Welding - A commercially available
lightweight, man-portable welding
system for pulse- gas metal arc weld
processes; increases production
efficiency while reducing pre-weld
set-up labor costs.
Small Weldments Optimized Cell Created footprint for new work cells
and streamlined the production of
smaller fabricated metal structures.

SCRA-led teams deliver
Putting federal and corporate funds
to work quickly and efficiently is a
hallmark of collaborations led by
SCRA and its affiliate, ATI.
In an ATI-led shipbuilding program,
projects are chosen in accordance
with an industry roadmap created
by the Navy and leading US shipyards using a process developed and
managed by ATI. ATI issues solicita-

facturing processes have yielded a
high return-on-investment. Here are
some examples of the technologies
and process improvements the team
has delivered:
Laser Imaging System - Extracts
information from 3D engineering
models, precisely locating mounting
locations for internal submarine attachments; led to significant im-

SCRA collaborates with the
nation’s leading shipyards to
deliver an impressive portfolio
of technology improvements to
beneﬁt the US Navy.
tions for bids, evaluates proposals
and hires organizations to conduct
research and develop technologies. The resulting portfolio of new
technologies and improved manu-
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provement over previous methods,
recognized as one of the top two
technology initiatives by the shipyard’s corporate management.

Capabilities Assessment/Benchmarking Study - Assessed the
capability of mid-tier US shipyards
to build medium-sized combatants.
The resulting reports increased Navy
awareness of the state of the country’s shipbuilding industrial base and
are guiding nationwide improvement efforts.

technology solutions with broad-industry
involvement and implementation.

Computed Radiography - Equipment, standards and procedures for
replacing conventional photo-chemical based X-ray inspections of welds
and castings with state-of-the-art
digital radiography, a more cost effective and environmentally friendly
alternative.
Internal Supply Chain - Customized
material management system for
a smaller shipyard’s internal supply chain, leveraging established
Six Sigma process improvement
methods, with potential solutions
benchmarked, tested, and ready for
full-scale implementation.

b

a

SCRA partners with the Navy
and leading US shipyards to
implement an impressive portfolio of technical deliverables.

b

A team led by SCRA aﬃliate,
ATI, has realized cost savings of
50-70% per weld job with an
innovative new climbing robotic
welder.
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and

Metalcasting

Vanadium

Teams led by SCRA’s affiliate, ATI, apply metalcasting technology so that
the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
can obtain reliable replacement parts
for aging weapons systems, and new
systems can take advantage of manufacturing improvements coming
from university research.

An ATI-led team is exploiting the
unique properties of vanadium, a
recycled material that is added in
small amounts to steel to increase
its strength. Vanadium micro-alloyed
steel offers benefits such as vehicle
light-weighting, extending the reach
of steel spans, and the construction
of blast-resistant structures.

Forging
ATI manages a DLA program whose
members are improving metal forging tools, processes and purchasing
in support of the US military. Through
partnership with America’s premier
forging industry trade and technical
organization, the SCRA team delivers technology improvements across
the entire US forging industry.
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Copper
An ATI-led team uses copper’s unique
physical properties to meet needs for
lighter weight, lower cost, environmentally friendly, more reliable weapon
system components. In Army ground
vehicle traction motors, copper rotors
save weight and improve reliability. In
helicopter airframes, weight, smaller
size, and longer life are the benefits.
Spin-offs of applied research for the
Army has helped reduce cost, improve
reliability, and increase corrosion-resistance in Navy components.

ADVANCED
MATERIALS
Composites Manufacturing
SCRA leads an Office of Naval
Research (ONR) Center of Excellence
developing composites technologies
for Naval platforms. Composites are
engineered materials made from
two or more constituent materials
with significantly different physical
or chemical properties which
remain separate and distinct on a
macroscopic level within the finished
structure. SCRA’s 30 industry partners
develop composite technologies for
Defense applications, such as highperformance airframes for aircraft
and missiles, weight-saving and
corrosion-resistant structures for
ships and submarines, and lighter,
smaller, more agile land vehicles.
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Applied research in metals
has cut DLA lead times and increased readiness.
Manufacturing Innovations
for Cast and Forged Metal
SCRA’s affiliate, ATI, leads programs
supporting the Defense Logistics
Agency’s mission of supplying critical metal parts for weapon systems.
Clearly, it is not desirable to rely on
foreign sources for the metal parts
used in defense applications, but
US capability has diminshed in this
era of global markets. Technological
innovations transferred to the US
metalcasting and forgings industries
can resolve this dilemma by increasing the number of qualified suppliers for vital metal parts.
Through several trade associations,
ATI is partnered with the majority of
domestic metal parts manufacturers. Research discoveries from the
academic world are quickly disseminated for quick, wide-spread impact.
Examples include:
Cast Part Performance in the
Presence of Discontinuities - Design
tools to predict whether or not steel

a

Tank Track Inserts - New manufacturing techniques were employed
that deliver a high quality product
that lasts 500% longer with only four
weeks leadtime.

Exploiting the Beneﬁts of
Copper
castings will perform as required
despite minor defects.
Digital Radiographic Inspection
for Aluminum Castings - Replicating
universally recognized radiographic
film standards digitally for the metalcasting industry.
Casting Tooling Database - A
database of existing tooling from
previous procurements to eliminate
costly production of new, redundant
tooling. Over 2,400 solicitations have
been directed to over 85 suppliers using the database, resulting in
actual cost savings of over $1.4M
and lead time reductions averaging
12 weeks.

ATI leads a team developing new
applications based on the unique
variety of copper’s physical properties. Forging-like integrity is now
being accomplished in copper alloys
by die casting in a semi-solid state.
Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical
Truck - By changing the cast rotors
from aluminum to copper in heavy,
powerful motors, the efficiency of
the vehicle was increased by more
than 40%.
Semi-Solid Casting of Copper
Parts - A copper fin design exploiting a novel semi-solid component
manufacturing technique reduced
the thermal resistance from the fin
to the heat pipe by a factor of five.

An SCRA-managed Navy ManTech
Center of Excellence in Composites is developing ways to apply
advanced materials in US military
systems. Composites offer many
benefits, including corrosion resistance and weight reduction, and can
be tailored for individual applications. Recent work on VIRGINIA Class
submarines will save over $100M in
acquisition costs.

b

Out of Autoclave Processes - Very
large tooling - or autoclaves - are
currently required to produce many

Composites applications
developed by an SCRA-led research team will
save over $100M in acquisition costs on the
Navy’s VIRGINIA Class submarine.
Integrated Structural Apertures
- Affordable and reliable manufacturing processes to embed multiple
radar apertures in structural surfaces.
EFV: Troop Ramp Door - Incorporates composite structural armor
into the expeditionary fighting vehicle troop ramp door, reducing the
weight by 20%, reducing the cost,
and maintaining the original ballistic
protection.
Composite Marine Impeller - Low
cost tailored composite impeller/
blade sets to replace multi-axis machined titanium components.
Resin Infusion Process - Predictable
and repeatable process for fabricating carbon/vinyl ester composite
structures; critical to manufacturing
key composite structures in support
of an evolutionary US Navy vessel.
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Virginia Class Submarines –The
Navy has invested heavily in composite applications to reduce
acquisition and life-cycle costs
while improving performance and
increasing the payload capacity of
these platforms. The per ship cost
avoidance realized to date is $5.5M
resulting in a total cost avoidance of
over $110M.

Composite Applications for
the US Navy

Zumalt Class Destroyers (DDG1000) – Investments in large composite structures to reduce acquisition cost and life-cycle costs have
realized a per ship cost avoidance of
over $3M to date resulting in a total
cost avoidance of over $9M.

high-performance composite parts
used in submarines, planes, groundbased weapon systems, and NASA
launch vehicles. SCRA leads a team
that is developing new manufacturing techniques to produce these
mission-critical parts without the
use of expensive autoclaves.

c

a

Productivity improvements of
13% have been demonstrated
using die casting simulation
tools developed by an ATI-led
applied research team.

b

An SCRA-led industry team
applied composites to weapon
systems to increase reliability
and reduce weight and costs.

c

Recent work of an SCRA
composites collaboration will
save over $100M on the Navy’s
Virginia Class submarine.
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SCRA and its affiliate, ATI, are
engaged in a number of alternative
and renewable energy technologies.
The goals include decreasing US
dependency on foreign sources of
petroleum, controling man-made
contributions to global climate
change, minimizing the public
health impact of air and water
pollution, and promoting economic
growth built around emerging
energy technologies.
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The Defense Fuel Cell
Manufacturing Program is
part of SCRA’s Next Generation
Manufacturing Technology Initiative.
The project is focused on raising
the technology and manufacturing
readiness levels of fuel cell power
sources for Department of Defense
applications.

SCRA’s aﬃliate, ATI, leads a team reducing defects during
solidiﬁcation of cast metal parts, with an estimated annual

energy savings of 2.44 Trillion BTUs
and $14.7 Million.

Biomass Initiatives

SCRA was chosen by the Department
of Energy to administer the H-Prize,
a new program to advance hydrogen
fuel cell technologies.
SCRA supports many clean energy
initiatives as part of its growing
presence in this nationally critical
research domain.

Hydrogen and Fuel Cell
Initiatives
The US Department of Energy chose
a partnership between SCRA, the
Technology Transition Corporation
and the Hydrogen Education Foundation to administer the National
H-Prize Awards. The H-Prize makes
competitive cash awards for significant advancements leading to
large-scale application of hydrogen
and fuel cell technologies.
SCRA supports the Greater Columbia
Fuel Cell Challenge, a public and
private sector initiative for broadly
deploying hydrogen and fuel cell
applications.
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SCRA was selected to execute an
inter-agency Fuel Cell “Market
Transformation” program between
the Departments of Defense and
Energy that will deploy up to 10 fuel
cell back-up power units at three
mission-critical DOD sites.
SCRA coordinated stakeholders
and helped secure funding for the
National Fuel Cell Bus Program,
a “first-of-its-kind” demonstration
project where a hybrid batterydominant, fuel cell transit bus is
being tested in actual university
shuttle routes and city transit bus
operations. The demonstration tests
the viability and cost-savings of
hydrogen-powered vehicles in realworld situations.

SCRA’s Agriculture Waste-toEnergy seeks to combine proven
anaerobic digester technology with
proven fuel cell technology to provide poultry, swine and dairy farmers
the ability to become net “green
energy” producers while enhancing
environmental stewardship through
reduced greenhouse gas emissions
and contaminant run-off into nearby
watersheds.

a

Entrepreneurial Alternative
Energy Initiatives
SCRA hosted a Green, Renewable
Technology Transfer Workshop
in which federal and state officials,
research leaders, and industry and
university participants gathered to
exchange information. Focus areas
included financial and policy initiatives and business development
implications, and research strategies.
The workshop fostered collaborations to capitalize on economic
development opportunities focused
on “green technology” innovations.
An SCRA Knowledge Economy program supports early stage alternative energy technologies. Examples
include:


Retrofit “plug-in hybrid”
modifications for existing light
truck fleets. This affordable,
effective, technology-neutral

b

plug-in hybrid-electric drive
system can be installed in light
trucks to convert them into
“plug-in hybrids.” The installation requires no changes to the
existing internal-combustion
engine, transmission, vehicle
support systems or emissions
equipment.




Public Works Fuel Consumption Reduction Initiative that
remotely collects route data that
helps city and local government
managers improve the efficiency of fleet movements, such as
those used in refuse collection.
The result is more efficient use
of fuel, reduced vehicle wear
and a cleaner environment.
Conversion of Non-recyclable
Plastics to Synthetic Crude
Oil. This technology in the early
stages of commercialization

converts waste plastics, used
oils and forestry-industry byproducts into synthetic crude
oil, transportation fuels and
industrial petrochemicals.


Production of Solid Source
Hydrogen Compounds for
Portable Power Applications.
SCRA assisted in the establishment of a pilot manufacturing
facility to develop and provide
portable hybrid power generators for commercial and military
applications requiring clean,
reliable, off-grid power.

National and International
Energy Eﬃciency Research
SCRA manages a Department
of Energy applied research program that develops energy-saving
technologies and processes for the
metalcasting industry. Focus areas

include melting efficiency, yield
improvement, revert reduction and
material properties studies.
An SCRA-led collaboration is developing large-scale energy storage
systems that will capture energy
generated intermittently through renewable sources (solar, wind, other)
and making this power available and
dispatchable to the power grid upon
demand.
SCRA and the Israel−based Eilat−Eilot
Renewable Energy Initiative have
signed an agreement to collaborate
on alternative and renewable energy
initiatives.

a
b

SCRA supported the commercialization of a Portable Power
Generator that features a ’just
add water’ fuel cell.
SCRA helped commercialize
a plug-in hybrid-electric drive
system for standard vehicles.
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Leveraging a strong track record of leading national
collaborations to deliver critical technologies to the warﬁghter,

ATI was selected to support the
government in managing a $700M DoD
technology development program.
SCRA’s affiliate, ATI, manages the
business operations of a national
industry/academia consortium
executing a $700M DoD technology
development program.
ATI assists in the planning and
execution of a multi-project munitions
technology development and
prototype demonstration program
under contract with the US Army.
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The integrated enterprise, including
the government and over 140
industry and academia participants,
was established by the Office of
the Secretary of Defense to serve
as the focal point for ordnance
system technology research and
development to address the
Department of Defense’s longrange science and technology

objectives. The group leverages the
Nation’s industrial and academic
research and development bases
to advance and expand US military
technological superiority in
critical fields of warheads, fuzes,
explosives, propellants, pyrotechnics,
munitions demilitarization,
insensitive munitions and enabling
technologies.
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HEALTH
WELLNESS
and

Applying Discoveries in Bioscience and Nutrition
and Advances in Electronic Medical Records

SCRA’s ATI affiliate leads a Healthcare
Information Technology Standards
Panel that blends best-of-breed
methods and processes to harmonize health data. The Panel is supported by the Department of Health
and Human Services and chaired by
the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) and others.
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SCRA manages a team of worldclass medical researchers, air quality
and environmental engineers, and
practical clinicians researching the
effectiveness of antimicrobial copper applications to improve health
and wellness.

SCRA leads a collaboration of academic and industry nutrition experts
applying and evaluating various
approaches to improve wellness.
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SCRA-Developed Software
Guides Brain Implants

a

b

Recent studies of an SCRA university
research partner suggest that small
stimulators implanted on the surface
of the brain could beneﬁt depressed
patients who are drug resistant.
Knowing where to put the stimulators in patients, whose brains are
all diﬀerent, was a problem. SCRA
developed software which helps
locate the appropriate brain region
and helps guide a neurosurgeon to
correctly place the implant.

The use of healthcare standards
developed by an ATI-led team
have become mandatory for Federal agencies sharing
medical information.
Electronic Patient Records
SCRA’s aﬃliate, ATI, leads a Department of Health and Human Services
program developing standards for
sharing healthcare information with
public or private organizations. The
US government has mandated that
Federal agencies use these standards.

a
b
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SCRA-developed software is
being used to determine the
location of brain stimulators
used to treat depression.
SCRA brings together leading
experts in health and nutrition to conduct research and
outreach projects.

The standards were created by a
collaboration between ATI, the
American National Standards Institute, Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society, BoozAllen-Hamilton, and other stakeholders from technology and health
care ﬁelds. Standards such as these
are a crucial component of the move
toward electronic patient records.

Anti-Microbial Copper
Applications
ATI leads a world-class team of
medical researchers, air quality
and environmental engineers, and
practical clinicians researching the
eﬀectiveness of copper applications
to improve health and wellness.
Copper has inherent anti-microbial
properties with the potential to limit
the spread of infectious diseases
and allergens. Studies indicate that
copper alloy surfaces are eﬀective antimicrobial agents – killing
microorganisms within hours that
can survive for a month or more on
stainless steel or aluminum. Unlike
chemicals and coatings, copperalloy surfaces provide continuous,
proactive, and permanent antimicrobial protection. The team is applying and evaluating copper touch
surfaces in hospital settings.

Nutrition Research
SCRA leads a national collaboration
that combines the scientiﬁc, intellectual and organizational strengths
of researchers engaged in healthrelated problems of global importance. The primary focus is to foster
innovative research initiatives and
outreach programs related to health.

pany that SCRA supported with early
stage funding through its start-up
company assistance program, is the
maker of a new sensing technology
that can accurately measure force,
pressure, torque, or impact. The sensors are now being tested in composite prosthetics to monitor socket ﬁt.
The result is better ﬁt and increased
comfort for prosthetic users.

awarded an unprecedented $300M
for research and treatment. SCRA
was selected to be one of ten study
sites for clinical trials.

Military Personnel Analysis
This project comprehensively and
accurately tracks and analyzes the
overall health status of military

Youth obesity is the focus of one
of the research projects. Overall
goals are to develop a complete
understanding of the behavioral,
environmental, and physiological
factors that inﬂuence energy balance and the development of body
composition during childhood and
adolescence.

SCRA was chosen as one of ten
clinical sites for Federally-funded
brain injury trials.

Prosthetics - Composites
and Sensor Technology

Physiological Health and
Traumatic Brain Injury
Clinical Trials

SCRA often cross-leverages technologies and discoveries across
domains and industries. Novel applications of a breakthrough sensing
platform is one example. An SCRAled composites consortium applies
advanced materials to prosthetics to
improve the lives of injured service
members. SensorTech, a new com-

Physiological Health and Traumatic
Brain Injury is a signiﬁcant health
issue for the general population
and an even larger concern for the
military population. The incidence
of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
in today’s military is increasing at
alarming rates. In 2008, Congress

personnel throughout their lives.
Overall project goals are to maintain
a healthy and ﬁt ﬁghting troop base,
reduce problems that impair readiness, and improve the overall quality
of life of service members.
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INTEROPERABILITY
STANDARDS and METHODOLOGY

Eﬀective interoperability is critical
to many industries and disciplines.
SCRA develops standards, technology tools and methodologies
to enable collaboration between people, organizations, computer
systems and jurisdictions.

SCRA designed, developed and
implemented the digital backbone
supporting an Interagency Operations Center identifying and closing
security gaps in our nation’s ports.
The program, proclaimed by Congress as a national model, links law
enforcement agencies from multiple
jurisdictions with secure voice and
data communications and an intelligence sharing portal.
SCRA’s affiliate, ATI, plays a key role
in a program working to make all
US health records electronically
available and interoperable. The
program has produced Interoperability Standards that have been
implemented, tested and recognized
by the Secretary of US Health and
Human Services. The specifications
are mandatory for federal agencies
implementing healthcare information technology systems.
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SCRA played a lead role in the design and implementation of DoD’s
online purchasing site. Hundreds
of thousands of orders of critical
supplies have been ordered and delivered to US warfighters worldwide
using the system.
SCRA leads an international team
developing product data standards
used in the manufacture of hundreds of thousands of products
worldwide. Members from over
30 corporate leaders in aerospace,
automotive, electronic, and other
industries from six countries collaborate to develop these standards.
SCRA executes interoperabilityrelated R&D activities and provides
unbiased evaluations of existing and
emerging command and control
capabilities for DoD’s Joint Systems
Integration Command.

SCRA led the development of a
system that stores and shares Law
Enforcement information across
jurisdictions to solve crimes and
stop criminals. The system is used by
hundreds of law enforcement agencies in multiple states, with agencies
submitting over 20,000 queries per
month.
SCRA’s affiliate, ATI, leads an industry/government team that develops processes to transform Missile
Defense Agency weapons systems
programs into lean, efficient, responsive enterprises. This increases the
integration and effectiveness of the
supporting supply chain network.
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KNOWLEDGE
ECONOMY
SCRA leads efforts to grow and strengthen the Knowledge Economy through
a program that helps entrepreneurial start-up companies commercialize
innovative products and services. The program - which has received national and
international acclaim, including top honors for economic development - provides
early-stage companies with funding, mentoring, commercialization support and
access to a powerful resource network of business service providers.
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SCRA’s small business program
builds a diverse group of suppliers and technical
partners to better serve our clients’ needs.
Strengthening the
Knowledge Economy
SCRA’s economic development
program provides a pathway to
commercialization by helping
entrepreneurs grow companies,
create jobs and bring innovative
products and services to market.
The program facilitates applied
research, product development and
commercialization by providing
entrepreneurs with key tools for success to help build start-up companies. Assitance includes mentoring,

funding and access to business and
economic development acumen
and support through a powerful Resource Network. Resource Partners
provide services such as banking,
accounting, legal counsel, insurance, advertising, marketing, human
resources, and training.
Participation in the program prepares early-stage companies for the
rigors of securing follow-on funding
from angel investors and venture
capital firms.

Companies in the Vanguard
of the Shift to a Knowledge
Economy
The companies that SCRA has assisted through its economic development efforts are innovative and
entrepreneurial. They include:
Zipit Wireless - Maker of an instant
messaging device. The device has
received numerous awards including iParenting Media Awards in 2006
and 2008, and the 2008 InnoVision
Technology Development Award.
It is currently available in over 200
Target stores.

VidiStar - Maker of a system that
allows online creation and viewing
of digital imaging and communications in medicine structured reports.
Users in a medical practice can
expect a first-year return on investment of 87%.
Sabal Medical, Inc. - Developer of
automated medication carts with
bar code verification software that
assures that patients receive the correct medications at the right dosage.

A key measure of success for SCRA-supported start-up companies
is additional funding from angel and venture capital sources.

To date, these emerging companies have
secured $71M in follow-on funding.
The SensorTech case study illustrates
how SCRA works with universities
and small business to support the
discovery and commercialization of
new technologies.
SensorTech holds the license for a
new polymer-based contact sensing technology that can accurately
measure force, pressure, torque, or
impact in a wide range of applications. It is considered a ‘platform’
technology with wide potential to
impact many industries.
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After a strict due diligence
process and validation of the
company’s commercial viability
and business plan, SCRA provided
early-stage funding to SensorTech.
The refinements to the business
plan and the credibility gained
from the interactions with SCRA
positions SensorTech to seek larger
investments and faster growth.

Anaxtal Silicon, LLC - Manufacturer
of silicon specifically tailored for
solar photovoltaic wafer and module
manufacturers.

SensorTech:
Sensors for Prosthetics

a

b

creating more comfortable sockets
for amputees. Their funding is
part of a larger program intended
to improve the way sockets are
designed and fabricated at military
medical installations and has wide
applicability to commercial health
care markets.

Initially, SCRA helped organize
a management team and find

partners to support final product
development. SCRA’s nationally
recognized program to support
start-up companies identified the
company’s potential to further the
Knowledge Economy. The program
provided company start-up and
commercialization assistance to
SensorTech through its powerful
resource network of seasoned business professionals.
Concurrently, SCRA identified a
new application for SensorTech’s
technology. By partnering with the
newly formed company, SCRA was
able to secure Federal funding for
SensorTech to use their technology
to assist medical personnel in

a

SCRA’s start-up company
assistance program supports
companies within technology
sector’s identiﬁed as having the
greatest potential to beneﬁt
SCRA’s Federal clients.

b

SensorTech’s ground-breaking
sensor platform technology
has been applied to prosthetics
to improve socket ﬁt and user
comfort.
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INNOVATION CENTERS

a

SCRA is building three new world-class business, laboratory and light manufacturing facilities to complement its
existing research parks system. In support of SCRA’s commitment to develop and grow the Knowledge Economy, one
function of the Innovation Centers will be to house entrepreneurial companies emerging from university research.

b

SCRA USC
Innovation Center
at Columbia

SCRA Clemson
Innovation Center
at Anderson

This newest component of a growing biotechnology cluster in Charleston, SC is designed to support the
sophisticated requirements of
early-stage to mature biotechnology
organizations. The 28,400 square
foot facility will consist of flexibleuse, multi-tenant laboratory and
office space supporting biopharma,
biomed and biotech research and
commercialization.

SCRA is providing a facility in
Columbia, SC designed to house
high-tech companies emerging
from research at the University
of South Carolina and entering
commercialization and light
manufacturing stages. The facility is
situated and designed to stimulate
and sustain clean next-generation
manufacturing.

SCRA is partnering with Clemson
University to design and build a new
Innovation Center. Part of the facility
will be specially designed for advanced materials research. The new
facility houses SCRA staff as well as
other Knowledge Economy companies. The SCRA Clemson Innovation
Center is located at the Clemson
Advanced Materials Center and is
adjacent to the Clemson Research
Facility. This Center will feature
limited-access areas for sensitive
intelligence work.

The SCRA MUSC Innovation Center
at Charleston is located at the base
of the Arthur Ravenel Bridge in close
proximity to the Medical University of
South Carolina. The location provides
easy access to the Charleston International Airport via Interstate 26.

c
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SCRA MUSC
Innovation Center
at Charleston

a

b

c

SCRA MUSC Innovation Center
at Charleston

SCRA USC Innovation Center
at Columbia

SCRA Clemson
Innovation Center at Anderson

The location, with easy access to
the Columbia Statehouse, airport
and University of South Carolina,
is ideally located for business and
light manufacturing. The building
is adjacent to the USC Engineering
School and is also within walking
distance of Innovista, USC’s forwardlooking campus for research and
entrepreneurship.

This ‘green’ facility is consistent with
environmentally-conscious, best
practice design and manufacturing
techniques.

SCRA is prepared to work with private developers
in additional geographies to design and develop
business and research facilities.
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SCRA and ATI received several recent awards
in recognition of workplace excellence, economic development
impact and the ability to deliver innovative technologies.

The Wall Street Journal named ATI
One of 15 Top Small Workplaces
in the US. This award identifies
exceptional small organizations that
foster teamwork, flexibility, high productivity and innovation. Recipient
organizations help employees grow
personally and professionally, and
provide benefits that improve their
lives and communities.
An SCRA-supported Fuel Cell Collaborative won the 2009 Innovator
Award from the Southern Growth
Policies Board. The award recognizes outstanding initiatives that
encourage economic opportunities and quality of life relating to
bio-products, alternative energy, and
energy efficiency.

SCRA was named a finalist in the
Alfred Sloan “When Work Works”
award, which recognizes employers
across the country that successfully
use flexibility to meet both business
and employee goals.

Mr. William E. Masters
SCRA Chair
Principal
Kinetixx, Inc.
Executive Committee Member
Mr. Thomas P. Anderson
CEO
MUSC Foundation

SCRA’s Knowledge-Based startup company assistance program
received the National-level State
Science and Technology Institute
Award for Building Entrepreneurial Capacity.
SCRA CEO Bill Mahoney was
named one of the 25 most influential people in the Southeast technology community by TechJournal
South magazine.

SCRA BOARD OF TRUSTEES

VADM Albert J. Baciocco, USN (RET)
Retired Director of Research,
Development and Acquisition
Chief of Naval Operations
Executive Committee Member

SCRA CEO Bill Mahoney accepts The
Southern Growth Policies Board 2009
Innovator Award from Mississippi
Governor Haley Barbour.

Mr. James F. Barker, FAIA
President
Clemson University
Executive Committee Member
Dr. Samit K. Bhattacharyya
Laboratory Director
Savannah River National Laboratory
Dr. L. Fred Carter
President
Francis Marion University
Dr. George E. Cooper
President
South Carolina State University
Mr. Calder D. Ehrmann
Senior Associate
Riley Institute at Furman University

SCRA CEO Bill Mahoney was recognized as one of the 25 Most Inﬂuential
People in the Southest Technology
Community.
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SCRA’s aﬃliate, ATI, was recognized by
The Wall Street Journal and Winning
Workplaces as one of the Nation’s 15
Top Small Workplaces.

Dave McNamara (left), Director of
SCRA’s startup company assistance
program, recieves the National Award
for Building Entrepreneurial Capability.

Mr. Paul V. Fant, Sr.
President
Carolina Gas Transmission Corp.

Dr. Mary Lou Sigsby
Material Industrialization Manager
Michelin Americas R&D Corp.

Dr. Raymond S. Greenberg
President
Medical University of South Carolina
Executive Committee Member

Dr. David J. Spittal
President
Southern Wesleyan University

Mr. Don Herriott
Head
Roche Global Chemical
Manufacturing
Executive Committee Member
Mr. Montez C. Martin, Jr.
Chairman
SC Board for Technical &
Comprehensive Education
Maj. Gen. Thomas R. Olsen, Sr.,
USAF (RET)
Executive Director
Sumter Base Defense Commission
Dr. Harris Pastides
President
University of South Carolina
Executive Committee Member
Mr. E. Preston Rahe, Jr.
President
Washington Group International

Mr. J. Guy Steenrod
CEO
IRIX Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Mr. Thomas F. Strange
Director, Research and Development
St. Jude Medical
Mr. Joe E. Taylor, Jr.
Secretary
SC Department of Commerce
Dr. Charles K. Watt
Founder and Consultant
Scientific Research Corporation
Mr. G. Larry Wilson
Venture Partner
FirstMark Capital
Executive Committee Member
Mr. Kenneth B. Wingate
Chairman
SC Commission on Higher Education

Mr. Hans J. Schmidt
President
Winthrop Management, Inc.

SCRA’s Board represents an experienced research
and commercialization services forum.

www.scra.org

843.760.3342

